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1. Discuss the role of agriculture in economic
development.

Or

Explain the main objectives of land reforms
in India. Evaluate its progress in agricultural
development.
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Explain the role of public sector enterprise in
industrialization.

Or
Highlight on the industrial development
during the planning period.

Discuss the main factors responsible for
large and rapidly raising defrcit in the
countr5r's balance of pa5rments. Suggest few
measures to solve the deficit.

Or
Discuss the role of foreign trade in India.

Give a detailed account on population in
Nagaland.

Or
Discuss the infrastructural development in
Nagaland. 9

Give an account of the small-scale and
cottage industri"s in lrfagaland. How far can
it solve the problem of unemployment in
Nagaland?

Or
Discuss the agricultural
productivilr of Nagrland.
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SECTION_I

( Marks: LO I

Put a Tick M mark against the correct answer in the
box provided : 1x10=10

l-zKisan Credit Card Scheme was introduced in
the year
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(a) 2Oo2-2oO3

(b) 1e98-1eee

(c) 2000-2001

(d) reee-2ooo
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Mixed economy was introduced in the Indian
economy as a result of the Industrial Policy
Resolution (IPR)

(a) 1948 tr

(b) 1es6 tr

(c) 1977 n

(d) reso tr

3. The main aim of devaluation is

/a/ discourage both exports and imports

2.
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(b)

(c)

(d)

encourage imports

encourage exports

None of the above

tr
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4. One of the main factors that
expansion of India's exports was

(a) Ilberdization of the economY

fbl imposition of imPort duties

(c) diversification of exPorts

/d,) recession in other countries
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,,,.1{. ror.ignExchange Management Act (FEMA) was

D
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7-,New Industrial PolicY of 1991'

' uP to

(a) 2Lo/o of foreign equitY

@) g|o/o of foreign equitY

(c) 4L% of foreign equitY

@) 5lo/o of foreign equitY
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(3)

established in

(Q JulY 1996

(b) J:ulY 1997

(c/ JulY 1998

@) JulY 1999

High Yielding Varieties Programme was adopted

in Indian agriculture tn

(a) rs66-t967 D

(b) rs76-re77 tr

(c) 1960-1961 n

(d) Ls69-Le7o tr

FDI was allowed

tr
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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SECTION-II

( Marks: 5l

B. Indicate True (T) or False (F) by a Tick (/) mark :

1x5=5

l._,. Verghese Kurien is the father of Indian Green/ Revolution.

(r / F)

2. Ganeshnagar is the SEZ of Nagaland.

(r / F)

3-. India is the world's largest economy.

(r / F)

4. Nagaland is an industrialized State,

(r / F)

5. NABARD was set up during the Sixth Five-Year
Plan.

(r / F)
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SECJION_UI

(Marks : 10 )

Write short notes bn any fiue of the following :

1. FactoE, @termining agricultural productivitY

r' ,t
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2x5=10
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Green Revolutio/r
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3. Industrial liceniing Fofcf6.Sri'rvsf ;rg'::f) L
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4. FDI (Foreigfl Difect.-ilnvestment)' :
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5: MNCs (Multk{ft{iege+re9ry'ttgl"!} r,;.i r.
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6. Ndtural lgso{r/ebY?h Nagalarrd'
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